
    Rolls-Royce & Bentley Banana Benders Bash 
                                          Convoy to Leura April 2020 
David Heaney and I are proposing to organise a little convoy of interested parties to the 
RROCA National Rally at Leura in the Blue Mountain at the end of April 2020. 

Our rough plan is as follows. 

Sunday 26 April 

Meet early at BP Chinderah at 10 am NSW time for coffee and getting things together. This 
means a very early start for Brisbanites and even earlier for Sunshine Coasters and others 
spread around. ie this is a 9 am (Qld time) start at Chinderah for all of us using proper 
time. A bit easier for the Gold Coasters! 

The plan is to drive to Murwillumbah then through to Mullumbimby, Lismore, Casino, 
Whiporie, Maclean then Grafton for lunch. Quite a nice drive avoiding lots of highway 
driving. 

Following lunch, we will drive to Coramba, Coffs Harbour then to Sawtell. Again, avoiding 
major highways where possible. (Most of the A1 from Ballina to below Grafton is still awful 
with all the new highway development.) At Sawtell we will stay at the Sawtell Motor Inn 
which gives us undercover parking at the rear. Sawtell is a lovely little village, where I 
have stayed recently. There are nice restaurants here and excellent seafood at the pub. 
All within a minute or so’s walking distance. Input to the choice of restaurant is most 
welcome. 

The Sawtell Motor Inn currently has no bookings for 26 April, so we should be able to book 
easily. I don’t think that they have realised it is a long weekend, so this is critical to get 
numbers early and book. 

Monday 27 April 

A pleasant day’s driving is envisaged. Driving from Sawtell to Bellingen, Dorrigo, Armidale, 
Tamworth and ending up in Gunnedah. Quite a drive over the Great Dividing Range and I 
am sure that we will determine the right spots for morning tea and lunch on the way. Early 
days at the moment, and we have done little research. Again, any input most welcome. 

We have picked Gunnedah as a place to stay overnight – lots of motels etc here and 
anyone with recommendations should make them known. Gunnedah is only about 3 hours 
drive to Dubbo, where we think most people will enjoy their stay and visits – this gives us 
plenty of time in Dubbo. 

Any suggestions about the best place to stay and eat are again most welcome. 

Tuesday 28 April 

Drive from Gunnedah to Dubbo. Mainly unchallenging roads, but we only need about 3 
hours to get to Dubbo. By leaving early we can get to Dubbo and visit the highlight for 
many – the Dubbo Zoo. The zoo is open and allows people to walk around, go by bike, hire 
an electric golf cart or drive your own car. Sounds like the ideal spot for us to drive our 
unique machines around the zoo and hop out at the various stops to see the magnificent 
animal display. Perhaps we will be part of the display. 

There are also things to see in Dubbo including the Old Dubbo Jail and an observatory. 

David and I have not yet picked a joint to stay. Again, input most welcome. 



Wednesday 29 April 

If you go to the Dubbo Zoo, your ticket from the previous day will allow you in again the 
next day for free. The zoo opens at 9 am, so you can have another one or few hours extra 
before you continue on to our final destination. 

From Dubbo, we go to Leura on mainly recognised roads via Bathurst. Everyone needs to 
rip around the Bathurst circuit. Please remember to do it in the anti-clockwise way. One 
of my friends confessed today that he had gone the wrong way around! Another mate used 
to race motorcycles around Bathurst – some of his mates were killed here and 
motorcycling was soon off the agenda at Bathurst. When you drive around you will 
envisage that motorcycling around this circuit would be like the Isle of Man TT – so 
dangerous! 

On to Leura for an afternoon check in. 

     ******************** 

Anyway, this is our outline at the moment. We will develop the details over the next few 
days. Hopefully there may be some foolhardy souls who might volunteer to join us.  

It goes without saying – minimise FTPs on the way! 

Please let me know if you are interested in joining this motley crew on the Banana 
Benders Bash to the Blue Mountains. I would like to get an idea of numbers very early by 
Saturday 2 November 2019, so that I can nominally reserve rooms at Sawtell and other 
motels. 

Unfortunately, Pamela and I will be away after 3 November for quite a while, hence the 
rush to get indicative numbers. 

Please call me on the number below or send me an email if you are interested in joining 
us. 

Cheers 

John Rowney 

johnrowney@bigpond.com 

0413 676 833 
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